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Rebbe Nachman of Breslov
taught…

In order to transform the world, so that it turns
away from crass materialism and focuses on serving
the One G-d, we need peace. In every generation,
the extent to which people turn to G-d in prayer
depends on the degree of peace that reigns among

them.
(Likutey Moharan I:27)

What does this mean to me?
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One of the points of the lesson cited above is
that peace—the unification of holy purpose among a

group of disparate individuals—is best
accomplished when our voices are purified by the
truth which is accessed through Torah study. By
having an objective standard that illuminates our
minds and hearts with G-d’s will, we are able to
stay aligned with what is really important. Then,

when we turn to our friends to work together
toward the greater good, they can hear us, and we

can hear them.

A prayer:
Merciful G-d, help me understand

The importance of loving my friends,
Wanting their happiness and success,

And appreciating that they also desire my good.
Let us please come together

To talk and discuss our situations in life.
Let us review where we are going,

And how life flashes past before we realize it.
Let us talk about the meaning

Of this material world
And discuss our real purpose

In being here.
May we consider these matters together

With true affection and feeling,
So that we inspire each other

To return to You….
(Between me and You: Heartfelt Prayers for Each

Jewish Woman, pg. 28)
We encourage hearing your feedback and may

anonymously publish your remarks. Please send
email to: yehudis.golshevsky@breslov.org
To view the past emails, click here.
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NarrowBridge.Org sends out twice weekly
inspirational emails. These emails include small
doses of Rebbe Nachman’s wisdom, enabling us to
get through the week in a more spiritual way. If
you are not signed up and would like to receive

these emails, click here.
These emails are sent free of charge and are part

of the ongoing work of the Breslov Research
Institute to make Rebbe Nachman’s Torah available
to people of all languages. If you enjoy these
emails and our other work and would like to

contribute to our mission, we encourage you to do
so by clicking here or the PayPal (P) icon below.

All US donations are tax deductible.
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